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ABSTRACT
It has been known for some time that there are two methods to calculate B
K
with staggered
fermions: one is the two spin trace formalism and the other is the one spin trace formalism.
Until now, the two spin trace formalism has been exclusively used for weak matrix element
calculations with staggered fermions. Here, the one spin trace formalism to calculate B
K
with staggered fermions is explained. It is shown that the one spin trace operators require
additional chiral partner operators in order to keep the continuum chiral behavior. The
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Abstract
It has been known for some time that there are two methods to calculate B
K
with
staggered fermions: one is the two spin trace formalism and the other is the one spin
trace formalism. Until now, the two spin trace formalism has been exclusively used for
weak matrix element calculations with staggered fermions. Here, the one spin trace
formalism to calculate B
K
with staggered fermions is explained. It is shown that the
one spin trace operators require additional chiral partner operators in order to keep
the continuum chiral behavior. The renormalization of the one spin trace operators is
described and compared with the two spin trace formalism.
1 Introduction
From the Standard Model, one can derive the low energy eective Hamiltonian of electro-
weak interactions by decoupling heavy particles such as the W

, Z bosons and the t, b,
c quarks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The resulting eective Hamiltonian is composed of four-fermion
operators and bilinear operators.
In order to deduce the CP violation phase in the CKM matrix from the measured weak
parameter , we require the Kaon B parameter [1, 2, 5]. To extract B
K
, we need to know






















is the ratio of M
K
























In order to calculateM
K
on the lattice, we need to nd a set of operators which can describe
the same physics on the lattice as the continuum four-fermion operator.
y
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1
Especially for the weak matrix elements involving the pseudo-Goldstone bosons (for ex-
ample pions, kaons, etc), it has been preferred to take maximal advantage of the U
A
(1) sym-
metry of the staggered-fermion action which is not manifest in the lattice Wilson fermion
action[6, 7]. This is the reason why we choose staggered fermions for our weak matrix element
discussion in this article.
There are two methods to transcribe a continuum weak matrix element (for exampleB
K
)
onto the lattice [6]: one is the one spin trace formalism and the other is the two spin trace
formalism. The four fermion operators can be expressed as products of operators bilinear in
the fermion elds. In the one spin trace formalism each external hadron is contracted with
both bilinears of the four-fermion operators simultaneously. In the two spin trace formalism
each external hadron is contracted with only one of the bilinears in the four-fermion operators
[6, 7]. By Fierz rearrangement, these two choices describe the same continuum physics.
Until now, the two spin trace formalism (2TR) has been used exclusively for calculations
of weak matrix elements with staggered fermions in lattice QCD simulations [6, 7, 8]. In this
article, we would like to explain the one spin trace formalism (1TR) which can also be used
to calculate weak matrix elements (for example B
K
) with staggered fermions [7, 9].
Let us summarize the main contents in this article. There is a diculty in transcribing
the one spin trace operator to the lattice in a way which preserves the same chiral behavior
and the same leading logarithmic behavior as the continuum S = 2 operator. The key
point is that we must add specic operators named chiral partner operators to each channel
in order to keep the correct chiral behavior. The question then is whether the additional
chiral partner operators can still guarantee the same leading logarithmic behavior as the
continuum operator. It is shown that the answer is yes. For a specic representation of the
exact staggered fermion chiral symmetry group U
A
(1), it is shown that both correct chiral
behavior and correct leading logarithmic behavior are guaranteed. The chiral behavior and
the one-loop renormalization of the operators in both formalisms will be compared with
each other. In order to make the arguments more clear and specic, we will restrict our
discussion to B
K
. Most of the arguments can be extended simply to other weak matrix
element calculations in the one spin trace formalism on the lattice.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce the notation for staggered
fermions, denitions for bilinear and four-fermion operators and the Fierz transformation of
operators on the lattice. In section 3, we explain how to transcribe operators for B
K
both in
the two spin trace formalism and in the one spin trace formalism. In section 4, we derive the
chiral Ward identities and the chiral limit of the continuum and lattice operators. We also
introduce the concept of chiral partner operators for the lattice operators in the one spin trace
formalism. In section 5, we carry out the renormalization for the bilinear and four-fermion
operators. Then we connect the lattice operators with the continuum operators at the one
loop level. We also explain the eect of the chiral partner operators on the renormalization
of the one spin trace operators. In the end, we give a summary and conclusions.
2 Notations and Terminology
In this section we will specify our notation for the action, fermion elds and composite
operators on the lattice. Also we will introduce the concepts of one spin trace operators and
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two spin trace operators. We will explain the dierence in the Fierz transformations of the
lattice and continuum four fermion operators.
2.1 Action and Operators








































component staggered fermion eld  corresponds to 4 degenerate fermions (cf. fermion
doubling problem). Golterman and Smit proposed one method to express the staggered
fermion eld as 4 degenerate avors in terms of Euclidean Dirac spin and avor matrices
obtained by chopping momentum space into 16 divisions [10]. Kluberg-Stern, Morel, Napoly
and Petersson suggested that we can take hypercubes in the coordinate space as the basic
units which correspond to the individual points of a lattice two times coarser and interpret
the 16 hypercube coordinates as 4 Dirac spin and 4 avor components [11]. In Ref. [11],



















where  is the Dirac spin index, i is the avor index and N
f
is the number of degenerate
avors (N
f
= 4). Dene also
y
A























If we set the gauge links equal to unity, the staggered fermion action can be expressed in





































































































































































where ,  are Dirac spin indices and i, j are avor indices. This interpretation is called
coordinate-space method.
It is known that the avor interpretation in the coordinate-space method by Kluberg-





































introduced by Golterman and Smit are related







[12]. Here we adopt the coordinate-
space method.
The continuum limit of the staggered fermion action on the lattice is a kind of QCD with
four degenerate avors (N
f







can be used as interpolating elds for fermion bilinear objects [6, 7], where 
S
is the Dirac
spin matrix and 
F
belongs to SU(4) avor symmetry group. There are a lot of choices to
transcribe the lattice operator for a given continuum operator. The conventional choice of





























) is a product of gauge links that makes O
SF
gauge-invariant [13, 7, 14].








) is replaced by the identity




) are evaluated in Landau gauge [7] (so called Landau gauge
operator). The other is that the link matrices are included and thatO
SF
is made as symmetric









































There are two kinds of four-fermion operators which have dierent color contraction struc-



























































































































) are the same as given for the bilinear operators. The reader should
recognize that at this point we have introduced (following Sharpe & Kilcup [6, 7]) avor
in two ways: First the 4 degenerate avors associated with each staggered fermion eld
(y
A
), labeled by the index A, and second the possibly non-degenerate additional avors
corresponding to distinct staggered elds 
f
, labeled by the indices f .
We can represent the four fermion operators in B
K
in terms of S (scalar), V (vector) , T



























































































































































































(1  i  4) represent the continuum avor (u, d, s,   ), c
i
(1  i  4) represent

















represents a four-fermion operator on the lattice which has the axial spin structure A and
the pseudoscalar-like avor structure P .
2.2 Fierz Transformation
Let us introduce the following notation [7] :
S = I 















































by switching  to .
In terms of the notation given in Eq. (22), the Fierz transformation of S, V , T , A and











































1 1  1  1 1
4  2 0  2  4
 6 0  2 0  6
 4  2 0  2 4


















































The continuum S = 2 operator is Fierz-transformed into itself.
Let us use the above relationship (Eq. (23)) to obtain the Fierz transformation of the
lattice operators for staggered fermions. In terms of Q
;i
, the spin matrix and avor matrix
can be separated completely. Therefore, the spin and avor matrices are Fierz-transformed


































































represent the avor structure as explained
in Eq. (18-21).
Now let us obtain some useful relations which will important later. From the lattice Fierz
transformations Eq.(26), we obtain the following relationship on the lattice:
1
2







































which will be used later to show that the lattice operator in the one spin trace formalism is
dierent from the corresponding operator in the two spin trace formalism, as well as to show
that the Fierz transform property of the continuum B
K
will be recovered in the continuum
limit of a = 0. This is because the operators with dierent avor structure from that (
5
) of
the pseudo-Goldstone pion, ([(V +A) S] and [(V +A) T ]) can not contribute to B
K
in
the continuum limit of a = 0.
3 Operator Transcription for B
K
In this section we explain how to choose the lattice operator in order to calculate the weak
matrix element found in B
K
. We follow quite closely the original work on the two spin trace
formalism of transcribing operators for the weak matrix elements done in Ref. [7, 15]. In
this section, we explain and compare two spin trace formalism and one spin trace formalism
in detail.
The continuum operator related to B
K






































As you can see from the above equations, the matrix element in B
K
is Fierz-transformed
into itself in the continuum. Since there are four degenerate avors on the lattice, the
Fierz transformation is completely dierent on the lattice from that in the continuum. This
dierence allows two dierent ways of transcribing operators on the lattice.
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The continuum S = 2 operator has only two avors (s and b). Following Ref. [6, 7],



















































































































































where the primed and unprimed avors are supposed to have the same mass. We have




to indicate a particular contraction. Similarly, the
hadronic eigenstate K
0






. In the Eq. (31), the rst bilinear has to be contracted with K and the second
bilinear with K
0
. This is the so-called two spin trace contraction. Another possibility is the
one spin trace contraction as in the Eq. (32) where the external kaon is contracted with
both bilinears.
As you can see in the above, the Fierz transformation connects Eq.(31) with Eq.(32).
They are identical to each other. But the lattice version of Eq.(31) and Eq.(32) can not
be related by Fierz transformation. Thus, the righthand side of Eq.(31) corresponds to two
spin trace formulation of the operator on the lattice, while the righthand side of Eq.(32)
corresponds to one spin trace formulation, as will be described later.
3.1 Two Spin Trace Formalism for B
K
The detailed explanation of two spin trace formalism for B
K
is given in Ref. [6, 7].
First of all we need a Kaon operator on the lattice. Since the conserved axial current has
avor 
5
, it is better to use the composite operator of the lattice pseudo-Goldstone boson [7]
with the avor matrix 
5






























represents the summation over spatial volume needed to construct an operator for
zero-momentum Kaon. We need to specify the four fermion operator on the lattice which
corresponds to the continuum four fermion operator in Eq.(31). The two spin trace formalism
means that the operators consist of two bilinears and that each external kaon is contracted




= (V  P )
2TR
ab;ba
+ (V  P )
2TR
aa;bb
+ (A P )
2TR
ab;ba


































































where a and b represent color indices in the fundamental representation of SU(3) and the
notations in the righthand side are as dened in Eqs. (18-21). As you can see in the above,
we choose the vector and axial channel in such a way that the avor structure is the same
as that of the pseudo-Goldstone boson (Kaon) and the contraction with the external Kaons
has a non-vanishing avor trace. The operators with dierent avor structure from the
pseudo-Goldstone boson (Kaon) are supposed to vanish when it is contracted with external
Goldstone Kaons, because of vanishing avor trace. However, one needs to note that the
argument of vanishing avor trace holds only for tree-level discussion (i.e. in the classical
limit), because the radiative corrections in lattice QCD mix an operator with operators of
dierent avor matrices. This point will become more clear later when we discuss about the
renormalization.















) > : (40)
3.2 One Spin Trace Formalism for B
K
For the one spin trace formalism, we use the same operator for the kaon as in the two spin




= (V  P )
1TR
ab;ba
+ (V  P )
1TR
aa;bb
+ (A P )
1TR
ab;ba








































































will be determined explicitly later when we discuss the chiral behavior.
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In the one spin trace case, the external kaons have to be contracted with both bilinears















) > : (46)
Let us explain the choices of axial and vector spin terms in Eq. (41). In contrast with
the two spin trace case, for any choice of the avor matrix F (i.e. 
F
), the contraction of the
external Goldstone Kaon elds with the (V  F ) and (A  F ) does not vanish. However,
in order to take maximal advantage of U
A
(1) symmetry, we will choose the axial channel as
(A  P ). In order to achieve the same leading logarithmic behavior in the one spin trace
form on the lattice as the continuum operator, the (A  P ) operator needs (V  P ) as a
vector channel. This point will become clear later when we discuss renormalization.
In order to achieve the same chiral behavior for the one spin trace form on the lattice as
the continuum S = 2 operator, it is required that once we choose the avor of the axial
current, we should add a vector current which corresponds to the chiral partner of the given
axial channel (for example, (A  P ) operator needs (V  S) operator as a chiral partner).
Once we add the chiral partner to the given axial channel, the operator in the one spin trace
formalism can have the same chiral behavior on the lattice as in the continuum. The point
is that for the vector and axial channel to satisfy the appropriate chiral limit, the correct
chiral partners must be added.
4 Chiral Behavior
With the two lattice prescriptions for B
K
introduced in the previous section, we have to prove




















. For our proof, we will have to use several lattice Ward identities which will be
explained in the following sections.
4.1 Continuum Chiral Ward Identity















































where T indicates the time ordered product.


































































































(~y; t) : (51)
The above result corresponds to the chiral limit of the two spin trace formalism. Applying




























































] j 0i ; (52)
which corresponds to the chiral limit of the one spin trace formalism on the lattice. Eq. (48)




























. In the chiral limit of E
Kaon
! 0, this behavior of
vanishing weak matrix element could also be conrmed numerically on the lattice.
4.2 Chiral Ward Identity of the Two Spin Trace Formalism
Let us dene the quark propagator on the lattice as
G
f




(y) j 0i ; (53)
where f indicates the continuum avor. In appendix A and Ref. [16], the following lattice
















(x; y)(y) ; (54)















































































































where the details of the derivation are given in appendix B and Ref. [7]. Equation (55) is
quite similar to Eq.(48). The sum
P
0
in Eq. (55) indicates that in addition to the sum over
the vector index  we also include both one trace and two trace color contractions. From











, in accordance with the continuum chiral behavior.
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4.3 Chiral Ward Identity of the One Spin Trace Formalism
In the one spin trace formalism, each channel requires an additional set of operators with
dierent spin-avor structure in order to realize the correct chiral behavior. From appendix
C, we need to choose the chiral partner operator O
1TR
chiral partner











+ (V  S)
1TR
ab;ba

































































where the notations in the righthand side of the equations are dened in Eqs. (18-21). Using









































































































































































































] j 0i ; (61)
where the details of the derivation are given in appendix C. As one can see in the above, Eq.
(61) is a lattice version of Eq. (52). The key point is that in the one spin trace formalism
a given choice of the vector and axial channel must be augmented by a particular choice of
chiral partner channel in order to have the correct continuum chiral behavior. Therefore,
the implementation of the continuum chiral behavior in the one spin trace formalism forces
us to use at least eight operators rather than four operators in the two spin trace formalism.
4.4 Chiral Limit
In this section, we would like to discuss the leading order and the next-to-leading order chiral
behavior of B
K


















































) are dened in Eq. (46) and Eq. (40) respectively.
For the remainder of this discussion, let us drop the label of the spin trace formalism as


















































































































































































where the coecients  are functions of the quark masses up to the appropriate power. At


















) is real it follows that C
KK
0




















)] = function of odd power of E;E
0
product (72)





) does not have
a linear term in either E or E
0
in the continuum limit as a! 0 [7].















(1  t; 1  t
0
) (73)





Therefore, there exist terms with odd power in either E or E
0
which will be of order a.



























































in the previous sections.
Therefore, the quark mass independent term in 
00
















The O(a) term should also vanish in the chiral limit. In the physical case of K = K
0
, we






































In this section, we will give a review of continuum renormalization [17, 18, 19] and discuss the
perturbative corrections to the lattice bilinear and four-fermion operators in the staggered
fermion formulation. We adopt the powerful formulation of Ref. [13]. This formulation of
Ref. [13] was extended in Refs. [14, 20, 21, 22] to include matching all kinds of complicated
lattice operators to the continuum operators at the one loop level. The renormalization and
matching of lattice bilinear operators was studied in Refs. [13, 20, 21]. The renormalization of
four-fermion operators in the two spin trace formalism and their connection to the continuum
operators was investigated in Refs. [14, 21, 22].
In addition to the above, we will also explain the renormalization of four fermion operators
in the one spin trace formalism, including the renormalization of chiral partner operators.
5.1 Feynman rules
Let us briey give the relevant Feynman rules for the staggered fermion action and lattice
composite operators. In the general covariant gauge with a gauge parameter  (for example,






















































where I and J represent the color indices in the adjoint representation of SU(3).
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= (0; 0; 0; 0); 

2
= (; 0; 0; 0); 

3
= (; ; 0; 0); 

4




















and a and b are color indices in the fundamental representation of SU(3), a is the lattice
spacing and  =a < p; q; k  =a.















































































are out-going gluon momenta. Since
products of gauge links are present in the denition of the gauge invariant operators in



















































































































where the superscript in curved brackets (i), i = 0; 1; 2;    denotes the number of emitted
gluons. The function f

(AB)













































































































































] + h.c. for  6=  :(95)
In order to carry out a perturbative expansion of the Landau gauge operators, we need only
the Feynman rule in Eq.(85), because all the gauge links U are replaced by the identity
[7, 20, 22]. The above Feynman rules given in analytic form are also shown graphically in
Figure 1.
1
Feynman rules for the four fermion operators can be easily obtained from products of two
bilinear operators as long as the color and hypercube indices are arranged carefully. They
will not be given here.
5.2 Bilinear Operators







is a bilinear operator with spin S and with avor F . There are 3 one loop



































The Feynman rules given in this section are consistent with those in Ref. [13, 20, 21] except for a few
minor typing mistakes.
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Here  is the renormalization scale and  is the gluon mass for the infra-red regulator.  
S

































nite constant term which depends on the regularization and renormalization scheme. For
the MS scheme with NDR (naive dimensional regularization) [17],

S


























refers to those universal terms which contain all the external momentumdependence and
are independent of the regularization scheme.
On the lattice, there are eight Feynman diagrams (Figure 2 (a)-(h)) contributing to the
bilinear operator. Only half of the value of the wave-function renormalization component
self-energy diagrams (Figure 2 (e), (f), (g) and (h)) contribute to the lattice operator since
the other half are absorbed in the wave-function renormalization of the external quark elds.
































































On the lattice,  
S
is the same as in the continuum (see Eq. (99)) since the anomalous
dimension at the one loop level is universal, i.e. independent of the regularization and






is the nite constant term unique to the lattice




















for bilinear operators with various spin-avor structures can be found in Ref. [20, 21].
R
S
is the same as that in the continuum.
In the classical limit (i.e. at tree level as the lattice spacing a goes to zero), the lattice









In a perturbative calculation on the lattice, terms of order a or higher are supposed to be
negligible as a! 0. At one loop (and higher) order the lattice and the continuum operators
will dier and a carefully constructed mixture of lattice operators is needed to reproduce
the desired continuum operator. From Eqs.(97), (103), (106), we can connect the lattice

































































































In order to understand this operator mixing better, let us consider some important sym-
metry properties of the bilinear operators [23, 13, 14, 22]. The distance of the lattice bilinear












and corresponds to the number of links between the quark and anti-quark elds. The distance
parity of the lattice bilinear operators is given by ( 1)

.





















)] = cos()(I 












































while odd-distance bilinear operators are invariant. This guarantees that even and odd dis-
tance bilinear operators never mix with each other, since they belong to dierent irreducible
representations respectively with respect to this U
A
(1) axial rotation group. Furthermore,











renormalized identically (i.e. have the same anomalous dimension and the same nite term
to all orders in the perturbative expansion).
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We will now prove that the same is true for odd-distance bilinear operators from U
A
(1)
symmetry. This is in contrast to Sharpe and Patel, who argued in Ref. [22] that the result
does not follow from U
A
(1) symmetry.







for three avor QCD. Besides, for each continuum quark there are four degenerate
avors coming from the staggered fermion action. We then introduce a separate U
A
(1)


























































Under this set of three U
A









































Even and odd distance bilinear operators still belong to dierent irreducible representations.






















) are renormalized identically regardless of their distance.
5.3 Four-Fermion Operators






























is arbitrary, allowing for 256
2
= 65536 possible
combinations. But we are interested only in those operators which contribute to the phe-
nomenological weak matrix elements (especially B
K
). These operators are the so-called
diagonal operators [7, 21, 22] with S = S
0
and F = F
0
and belong to the representation I of
the Euclidean lattice rotation group [23, 14, 7, 22]. For the B
K
calculation, we can restrict






























































respectively [23, 24, 13, 14]. Any linear combination of the diagonal







5.3.1 Continuum Four-Fermion Operators
















is a four-fermion operator with the spin structure S;S. From Eq. (28), the
continuum four-fermion operator for B
K





















There are 10 Feynman diagrams [17, 18] contributing to the continuum four-fermion operator
at the one loop level. The continuum S = 2 operator O
Cont
S=2
[17, 18, 3] can be written




































is the anomalous dimension of the operator O
Cont
S=2
. We obtain [3]
 
S=2




is a nite constant term which depends on the regularization and renormalization












refers to those universal nite terms which contain all the external momentum de-
pendence, independent of the regularization and renormalization scheme.
5.3.2 Lattice Two Spin Trace Operators
















belongs to the two spin trace formulation dened in section 3.1. Since
the vector and axial channels in the two spin trace formalism satisfy the continuum chiral
behavior separately, we need to nd some linear combination of two spin trace operators




This is crucial so that R
S=2
in Eq.(122) cancels that of the lattice operator when we make
a connection between the continuum and the lattice operators.
19
The lattice four-fermion operators for B
K

































































































































as given in Eq. (35{39). They all belong to the I
++
representation of the Euclidean rotation
group with discrete parity and charge conjugation symmetry [23]. There are a large number
of four-fermion operators in the same I
++
representation, which will mix with the the above
four-fermion operators. Furthermore, on the lattice color one-trace operators mix with color
two-trace operators as in the continuum.






















































































































the nite constant terms which depend on the regularization and renormalization scheme.
These terms generally cause the diagonal operator to mix with operators of non-diagonal
avor structure at the one loop level. For B
K
















represents those nite terms which
contain all the external momentumdependence, independent of the regularization and renor-
malization scheme as long as the anomalous dimension of the lattice operator is identical to
that of the continuum operator as a! 0 .
We now have to show that there exists a particular linear combination of lattice operators
which has the same anomalous dimension as the continuum operators at the one loop level.
There are altogether 50 Feynman diagrams (25 diagrams each in Figure 3 and Figure 4)
contributing to the one-loop radiative corrections to O
Latt
SF ;SF;2TR
. The diagrams in Figure 3
are for color two-trace operators whereas the diagrams in Figure 4 are for color one-trace
operators. For Landau gauge operators, only 28 out of the 50 diagrams contribute to the one
loop radiative corrections and 20 out of these 28 diagrams overlap with those of the bilinear
operators.
Therefore, for Landau gauge operators we only need to calculate 8 diagrams in addition
to those diagrams for the bilinear operator: 4 diagrams from color two-trace operators are
20
(g1), (g2), (g3) and (g4) in Figure 3 and 4 diagrams from color one-trace operators are (g1),
(g2), (g3) and (g4) in Figure 4. The analytic results of the 28 diagrams for the Landau gauge
operators are explained in appendix D and Ref. [21, 22].
For B
K
in the two spin trace formalism, using the scheme of Kilcup & Sharpe [6, 7, 16],
we choose a minimum of four operators which mix with one another through the anomalous
dimension matrix at the one loop level in order to extract the single operator that appears























(V  P )
2TR
ab;ba

































9  3  7  3
0 0  6 2
 7  3 9  3







The eigenvalues of  
B
K




= (V  P )
2TR
ab;ba
+ (V  P )
2TR
aa;bb
+ (A P )
2TR
ab;ba






=  (V  P )
2TR
aa;bb






=  (V  P )
2TR
ab;ba
+ (V  P )
2TR
aa;bb
  (A P )
2TR
ab;ba






=  3(V  P )
2TR
ab;ba
  (V  P )
2TR
aa;bb
+ 3(A P )
2TR
ab;ba




In the above, only one eigen-operator O
 = 4
has the same leading logarithmic behavior as
the continuum S = 2 operator upto all orders in a perturbative expansion.
Hence by choosing O
 = 4
as the lattice version of the continuum operator, we can im-
plement continuum leading logarithmic behavior. It is also guaranteed that the total con-




will cancel that of R
S=2
when we make a connection between the lattice and the continuum operators.
For B
K











with a large number of other operators in the I
++
representation. In the two
spin trace formalism, the extra operators all have dierent avor structures, and so we expect






which have avor 
5


















37:446  2:9136  5:25285  2:2512
0 28:706  4:5024 1:5008
 5:25285  2:2512 37:976  4:5043








We can match the lattice operators for B
K
with the continuum S = 2 operator by project-































































 (1; 1; 1; 1) (140)
projects out the desired eigen-operator O
 = 4
.
5.3.3 Lattice One Spin Trace Operators
















belongs to the one spin trace formulation dened in section 3.2. In contrast
to the two spin trace operators, both vector and axial channels require their chiral partner
operators in order to respect the continuum chiral behavior on the lattice as outlined in
section 4.3. In the one spin trace formalism, we have two questions to answer. The rst issue
is whether the chiral behavior implemented by adding a chiral-partner operator is preserved
after renormalization. The second question is whether a linear combination of one spin trace





in Eq. (131) reproduces the corresponding continuum term when we
make a connection between the lattice and continuum operators. The Feynman rules are
identical to those of the two spin trace operators. Let us restrict our discussion to Landau
gauge operators such that we only need to consider 8 diagrams (Figure 3 (g1), (g2), (g3),
(g4) and Figure 4 (g1), (g2), (g3), (g4)) in addition to the bilinear diagrams discussed in the
previous section (details of the calculations are given in appendix D).
The lattice four-fermion operators for B
K
in the one spin trace formalism are given in
Eqs. (41), (42){(45) and their chiral partner operators in Eqs. (56), (57){(60) respectively.
They belong to the I
++
representation of the Euclidean rotation group with parity and
charge conjugation symmetry [23]. The mixing of operators is exactly the same as in the two
spin trace formalism as described in Eq. (130). However, in the one spin trace formalism
for B
K
, there are eight instead of four operators which mix with one another through the
anomalous dimension matrix at the one loop level

(V  P )
1TR
ab;ba
; (V  P )
1TR
aa;bb
; (A P )
1TR
ab;ba












; (V  S)
1TR
ab;ba





Before we go further to present the explicit results for the one-loop renormalization, let
us consider the U
A
(1) symmetry to understand the mixing of the four-fermion operators on
the lattice better. For Landau gauge operators, these U
A
(1) rotations (Eq.(109) and Eq.
(113, 114, 115)) act on each of the bilinears of the four-fermion operators simultaneously.
From these transformations as explained in section 5.2, we obtain the following important
properties [21, 22] of four-fermion operator mixing:
22
(1) The distance parity of each bilinear in the four-fermion operator can not be changed
by mixing.










)] are the same


































(1) rotations given in Eq.
(109, 113, 114, 115).
Numerically Ishizuka and Shizawa showed that these results are true at least at the one loop
level for Landau gauge operators [21]. Sharpe and Patel argued in Ref. [22] that these results
are valid to all orders in perturbation theory for Landau gauge operators.
The property (2) in the above is useful to determine the renormalization coecients of the
one spin trace operators. This property insures that the anomalous dimension matrix and






) and the same is true for (V S) and (AP ). Therefore, each four-fermion operator
for B
K
has the same radiative correction structure as its own chiral partner operator. Hence
we can choose an operator basis (we call it chiral basis) such that each element satises
the continuum chiral behavior and has the same radiative loop corrections simultaneously.
In other words, the operator basis is composed of the four-fermion operator plus its chiral




















(V  P +A S)
1TR
ab;ba
(V  P +A S)
1TR
aa;bb
(A P + V  S)
1TR
ab;ba

















From the standpoint of group theory, this is a projection of operators to a particular repre-
sentation of the U
A
(1) group. The above basis operators (chiral basis operators) all belong
to the identity representation of a subgroup of U
A




















































The above transformation is equivalent to choosing  =

4
and  =  

4
in Eq. (114) and
(115).













(133) with identical eigenvalues and corresponding eigen-operators. The eigen-operator with
eigenvalue   =  4 is
O
 = 4;1TR
= (V  P +A S)
1TR
ab;ba
+ (V  P +A S)
1TR
aa;bb
+(A P + V  S)
1TR
ab;ba





Only one eigen-operator O
 = 4;1TR
has the same leading logarithmic behavior as the contin-
uum S = 2 operator to all orders in perturbation theory. In the continuum limit, the other
three operators each contain at least one of the unphysical quark avors that we introduced
when dening the lattice theory. Therefore, these three operators can not contribute to B
K
and can not be candidates for the continuum S = 2 operator.
Hence by choosing O
 = 4;1TR
as the lattice version of the continuum operator, we can im-
plement both the continuum chiral behavior and the continuum leading logarithmic behavior






) will cancel when matching the lattice and continuum operators at the one loop
level.





are quite dierent from those in the
two spin trace formalism. There are two classes of operators which mix with momentum-
independent, and scale-independent, but scheme-dependent nite coecients. The rst class,
discussed in this section, is the group of operators in Eq. (143), which are mixed by the
anomalous dimension matrix at the one loop level. Other operators, which do not appear in
the rst class and which will turn out to be small later, make up the second class and are
discussed in the next section. This nite mixing of the 8 operators given in Eqs. (42){(45)
and Eqs. (57){(60) needs to be discussed in terms of the chiral basis operators in order to
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radiative correction which comes from the second class of operators, discussed in the next
section.
5.3.4 Mixing of Operators with Dierent Spin-avor Structure






) in both formalisms.
In the two spin trace formalism, there are 52 operators which mix with the original
lattice operators in Eq. (143) and have avor structure dierent from the pseudo-Goldstone
24
Kaon. Since these operators need to be contracted with the external pseudo-Goldstone mode
in the weak matrix elements, these weak matrix elements are proportional to a vanishing
avor trace in the continuum limit a! 0, where SU(4) avor symmetry is supposed to be




) are suppressed by





suppression in the two spin trace formalism. In fact the only operator that
is not suppressed in this way is the original operator itself in Eqs. (35{39).
In the one spin trace formalism, a group of operators mixing with the original operator
in Eq. (143) which has the avor structure dierent from the pseudo-Goldstone Kaon are




factor but not by the vanishing avor trace in the contrac-
tion with the external pseudo-Goldstone modes. This is the reason why we need to take
into account this large group of remaining operators more carefully in the one spin trace
formalism.
Let us choose the chiral basis of operators described in the previous section where the basis
operators belong to identity representation with respect to the specic U
A
(1) axial rotation
transformation. At the one loop level, our ((V + A)  (P + S))
1TR
are mixed signicantly
with the (S  V )
1TR
+ (P  A)
1TR
, (S  A)
1TR
+ (P  V )
1TR
, (V  T )
1TR
+ (A  T )
1TR






























 1:214 (S  V + P A)
(0)1TR
ab;ba
  2:805 (S  V + P A)
(0)1TR
aa;bb
 4:13 (S A+ P  V )
(0)1TR
ab;ba
  2:539 (S A+ P  V )
(0)1TR
aa;bb
 0:402 (V  T +A T )
(0)1TR
ab;ba
  2:228 (V  T +A T )
(0)1TR
aa;bb




means summation over two kinds of color contraction. Here we have written only









) in Eq. (148).
The other operators (   in Eq. (149)) mixing at the one loop level, which are not written
explicitly in Eq. (149), are negligible (i.e. expected to be of order a) due to the vanishing
avor trace in the matrix element with the pseudo-Goldstone Kaon. They are




















































































































































































































In principle, the presence of the operators in Eq. (149) causes an extra diculty for the
one spin trace formalism, since there are now additional operators whose matrix elements
must be computed.
However, in order to evaluate the new matrix elements we can analytically express these
one spin trace operators in Eq. (149) in terms of the small conventional set of two spin
trace operators by Fierz transformation. Since only those operators with the same avor
structure (
5
) as the pseudo-Goldstone mode are signicant and the other operators are
suppressed by the vanishing avor trace in the two spin trace formalism, it is possible to
calculate approximately each one spin trace operator in Eq. (149) from the numerical results
of the two spin trace operator measurements on the lattice. Thus the class of required matrix
elements in the one spin trace formalism need not be expanded further [25].
Therefore, only those one spin trace operators whose Fierz transform has a non-vanishing
component of either (V  P )
2TR
or (A P )
2TR
are important. Now let us gure out which
operators in Eq. (149) and Eqs. (151{155) can contribute to B
K
. The Fierz-transforms of
the operators in Eq. (149) and Eq. (151) are







((S   T + P ) (V +A))
2TR










((S   T + P ) (V +A))
2TR
+ ((V  A) (S   P ))
2TR
; (157)
((V +A) T )
1TR
=  3 ((V +A) (3S + T + 3P ))
2TR
; (158)
(T  (V +A))
1TR
;
=   ((3S + T + 3P ) (V +A))
2TR
: (159)





above equations can be simplied as follows:









+ (P  V )
1TR
 !   ((V  A) P )
2TR
; (161)
((V +A) T )
1TR
 !  3 ((V +A) P )
2TR
; (162)
(T  (V +A))
1TR
 ! 0 : (163)





since those operators have non-diagonal avor structure (i.e. the avor matrix of
one bilinear is dierent from that of the other bilinear) and they can not be Fierz-transformed
26
into a desired diagonal avor structure. Therefore, we conclude that the operators in Eq.
(149) do contain (V  P )
2TR
and (A  P )
2TR
but the operators in Eqs. (151{155) include
neither (V  P )
2TR
nor (A P )
2TR
.


















4:122(V  P )
2TR
aa;bb











The equation (164) can tell us how much of the radiative corrections at the one loop level
are neglected in the leading term of the matching formula Eq. (148).
5.4 Tadpole Improvement
Parisi, Lepage and Mackenzie showed that the tadpole diagrams are the main source of
the large dierence between the bare lattice coupling g
0






) [26, 27, 20, 21]. They suggested a mean eld method for removing the dominant
eect of tadpole diagrams. Noticing that the vacuum expectation value of the link matrix
































that should be expanded around unity. The staggered fermion














































 (x) (x) ; (167)






































It has been found out that  matches the continuum quark eld better than . The pertur-










































































where the details of the derivation are given in Ref. [29].
Now let us think about the tadpole improvement for the bilinear and four-fermion opera-
tors. For these operators, the tadpole contribution can be removed by rescaling the fermion















































The only eect of tadpole improvement for the Landau gauge operators is that they are
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6 Summary and Conclusions
We have presented two dierent methods to transcribe the continuumS = 2 operator onto
the lattice: one is the two spin trace formalism (conventional method) and the other is the
one spin trace formalism.
The chiral behavior of the continuum S = 2 operator needs to be respected by the
lattice operators. Once the lattice operators are chosen, it is also important to check whether
the lattice operators preserve the leading logarithmic behavior of the continuum S =
2 operator. Since both the lattice and the continuum operators have the same leading
logarithmic behavior, we are guaranteed that those terms which depend on the external
momenta cancel when we match the lattice measurement to its continuum correspondence.
In the two spin trace formalism, it is shown that vector and axial operators satisfy the
continuum chiral behavior separately. In the one spin trace formalism, each operator requires
an additional chiral partner operator in order to obey the correct continuum chiral behavior.
Hence 8 four-fermion operators are requisite for B
K
in the one spin trace formalism while
only 4 four-fermion operators suce for B
K
in the two spin trace formalism. Furthermore,
in the one spin trace formalism the basis operators are chosen such that they belong to the
identity representation of the U
A
(1) symmetry group. In this representation, we can nd an
eigen-operator which has the same chiral behavior and the same leading logarithmic behavior
as the continuum S = 2 operator. Therefore, in both formalisms we nd an eigen-operator
which has the same leading logarithmic behavior as the continuum S = 2 operator.
However, the scheme-dependent nite terms dier in the two formalisms, because the 8
operators mix with one another in the one spin trace formalism while the 4 operators in
the two spin trace formalism. In addition, tadpole improvement through mean eld theory




The lattice operators for B
K
in the one spin trace formalism can not be Fierz transformed
into the corresponding operators for B
K
in the two spin trace formalism. However, in the
continuum limit of a ! 0 the contributions of the dierent avor structures (for example
((V +A)S)
2TR
or ((V +A)T )
2TR
) vanish away. This guarantees that in the continuum
limit a! 0, the matrix elements of the operators with the external pseudo-Goldstone bosons
agree in both formalisms.
We intend to apply both formalisms in our numerical simulations of lattice QCD. We
will match the lattice observables with the continuum correspondence through the one loop
relation given in this paper and will compare the results of both formalisms. We believe that
this comparison will tell us how close our numerical simulation is to the continuum physics.
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A Lattice Ward Identity
Here, we derive a useful Ward identity on the lattice which will be used to explain the chiral
behavior of four-fermion operators. This Ward identity appeared originally in Ref. [16] but
with minor typing errors in the formula.


































































































































































































































































































































































Equation (186) will be used later for the analysis of the chiral behavior on the lattice.
B Ward Identities for the Two Spin Trace Formalism






















































Here hypercubes are labeled by capital roman letters and there is always (unless specied
otherwise) an implicit sum over repeated indices. We dene y
A
 2y + A with A 2 f0; 1g
4
.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where the avor is xed to 
5
as explained in section 3.1. Notice that the vector channel
is a distance-three operator while the axial channel is a distance-one operator. Clearly, the
correct chiral limit is obeyed by each channel independently[7].
C Ward Identities for the One Spin Trace Formalism



































































































































































































































































, because the distances between D and E and between































































































































































































































































































































































































where  is one of the following eight combinations
 = ( +++); (+ ++); (+ + +); (+ + + );
(+   ); ( +  ); (  + ); (   +) : (200)






























































































































































































































rst term in the unprimed channel will have to cancel the third term in the primed channel,
34
























































where  is one of the following combinations
 = ( +++); (+ ++); (+ + +); (+ + + );
(+   ); ( +  ); (  + ); (   +) : (206)


































; 1) : (208)


















































































 I) : (213)
such that the vector and axial channels are either distance-one or distance-three four-fermion
operators. More generally, as in the two spin trace case, all solutions are of odd distance (i.e.
either distance one or three). Notice that in the one spin trace formalism the correct chiral
limit is only obeyed by the sum of both channels including their chiral partner operators,
but not by each operator independently.
D One-Loop Radiative Corrections
One-loop radiative corrections for the bilinear operators are calculated in an organized way
in several papers [13, 14, 20, 21, 22]. Here we present the important technical steps in detail
to obtain the results for the radiative corrections for Landau gauge operators. Most of the
diagrams for the radiative corrections for the four-fermion operators are in common with
those for the bilinear operators. We will derive the analytic form of those diagrams which
have nothing to do with the bilinear operators. There are eight such diagrams: (g1), (g2),
(g3) and (g4) in both Figure 3 and Figure 4. Let us explain the technical details of calculating
one of the diagrams (Figure 3 (g1)) in a self-contained way. Since the calculations of other
35
diagrams are quite similar from the standpoint of technical and mathematical diculties.





























































































































































































































































The following technical relationship is useful to simplify Eq. (214).
(p
0









































































This relationship is explained in detail in Ref. [10, 13, 12, 20]. Using Eq. (216, 217), we can





















































































































































































































































































































































Let us note that this expression is divergent for M = N = 0. In order to regularize the
infra-red divergences, we need to put a vanishing mass (a) on the gluon propagator. We

































































































































































































































































































































































































































= 4:3692    (228)
In the continuum, we have to use the same infra-red regulator such that both infra-red
divergences (ln()
2
) cancel when we make a connection between the continuum and lattice
operators. This is true as long as the anomalous dimensions at one loop are identical. The
diagrams (g2), (g3) and (g4) in Figure 3 can be calculated analytically in the same way as































































































































































































Let us discuss the color one trace diagrams. The technical calculation is quite similar to
the above procedure for the color two trace diagrams. The only thing one needs to be careful
about is that the color structure for one color trace diagrams are dierent from that for two
color trace diagrams. Performing the technical calculation as complicated as the above, the



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Let us consider the diagrams in common with those of the bilinear operators. The color
two trace diagrams (a  ), (c  ) and (d  ) in Figure 3 are identical to those of the bilinear
operators. The color one trace diagrams (a  ), (c  ) and (d  ) in Figure 4 for the Landau
gauge operators are equivalent to those of the bilinear operators as long as the color structure
is treated carefully. The details of the one-loop radiative correction for the bilinear operators






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































=  5:2145    (239)
and we follow the same notation as in Ref. [21].
The diagrams (c1) and (d1) in Figures 3 and Figure 4 were rst calculated in Feynman
gauge in Ref. [10]. The analytic expression of the diagram (a2) can be obtained from that
of (a1) in Figure 3 and Figure 4 simply by switching the bilinear indices. The analytic
expression of the diagrams (c2), (c3) and (c4) are identical to that of (c1) in Figure 3 and
Figure 4. Also the analytic expression of the diagrams (d2), (d3) and (d4) are identical to
that of (d1) in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Now we have the analytic expression of all the diagrams necessary for the Landau gauge

































































Note that only half of the self-energy diagrams are taken into consideration since the other
half corresponds to the the wave function renormalization of the external elds.










































































































































































































































































































































= 0:023793    (251)
X
(1111)
= 0:076312    (252)
From the above equations, we nally obtain
(V  P )
(1)
ab;ba
= 37:446(V  P )
(0)
ab;ba
  2:9136(V  P )
(0)
aa;bb






  0:5381(A  S)
(0)
ab;ba






  0:1428(V  S)
(0)
aa;bb
+    (253)
(V  P )
(1)
aa;bb
= +28:706(V  P )
(0)
aa;bb
  4:5024(A  P )
(0)
ab;ba






+ 0:1537(A  S)
(0)
aa;bb
+    ; (254)
where the anomalous dimension terms and momentum-dependent terms are neglected, and
the superscript represents the number of loops. The anomalous dimension matrix can be
obtained simply by reading o the coecients of the terms proportional to ln(a).
The results for the (A P ) channel can be obtained through a procedure similar to the




=  5:25285(V  P )
(0)
ab;ba
  2:2512(V  P )
(0)
aa;bb
+ 37:976(A  P )
(0)
ab;ba
 4:5043(A  P )
(0)
aa;bb
+ 0:4283(A  S)
(0)
ab;ba






  0:2306(V  S)
(0)
aa;bb




=  4:5024(V  P )
(0)
ab;ba
+ 1:5008(V  P )
(0)
aa;bb






+ 0:1537(V  S)
(0)
aa;bb
+    ; (256)
where the anomalous dimension terms and momentum-dependent terms are neglected, and
the superscript represents the number of loops.
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) in Eqs. (57){(60) can be obtained by multiplying both
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E Figure Caption
Figure 1: Feynman Rules: (a) gluon propagator, (b) fermion propagator, (c) one gluon
vertex, (d) two gluon vertex, (e) operator with no gluon emitted, (f) operator with one
gluon emitted, (g) operator with two gluon emitted. The dashed lines in (e), (f) and (g)
represents gauge link between the quark and anti-quark elds as well as ow of color indices.
Figure 2: Feynman Diagrams of one loop correction for the bilinear operators
Figure 3: Feynman Diagrams of one loop correction for four-fermion operators in color two
trace form
Figure 4: Feynman Diagrams of one loop correction for four-fermion operators in color one
trace form
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